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Abstract: In the digital economy era, the development of a distributed robust economy system has
become increasingly important. The blockchain technology can be used to build such a system,
but current mainstream consensus protocols are vulnerable to attack, making blockchain systems
unsustainable. In this paper, we propose a new Robust Proof of Stake (RPoS) consensus protocol,
which uses the amount of coins to select miners and limits the maximum value of the coin age
to effectively avoid coin age accumulation attack and Nothing-at-Stake (N@S) attack. Under a
comparison framework, we show that the RPoS equals or outperforms Proof of Work (PoW) protocol
and Proof of Stake (PoS) protocol in three dimensions: energy consumption, robustness, and
transaction processing speed. To compare the three consensus protocols in terms of trade efficiency,
we built an agent-based model and find that RPoS protocol has greater or similar trade request-satisfied
ratio than PoW and PoS. Hence, we suggest that RPoS is very suitable for building a robust digital
economy distributed system.
Keywords: distributed digital economy system; blockchain; robust; consensus protocol; agent-based
model

1. Introduction
The essence of blockchain technology is to build a robust distributed database that does not rely on
any center based on cryptography [1]. The recorded data can be shared by all nodes and not controlled
by any nodes. The architecture of a blockchain system can be divided into six layers as in Figure 1:
data layer, network layer, consensus layer, incentive layer, contract layer, and application layer [2].
The incentive layer and consensus layer, as the core parts of the blockchain system architecture,
can ensure that rational participants do not have the motivation or ability to tamper with records or
undermine the system in most scenarios [3].
Consensus refers to the ideals and values sought by people of different strata and interests in
a society [4]. The more dispersed or more participants seeking consensus, the lower the efficiency
of reaching consensus, but the higher the satisfaction after forming a consensus, the more stable
the consensus. Consensus protocol in blockchain results in an identical distributed ledger. In the
literature, the consensus protocol refers to an algorithm that achieves a consensus on the order of
transactions within a period of time and the verification and confirmation of transactions in a short
time [5]. For example, the entire voting process to select outstanding employees and related methods
compose a consensus protocol that allows the entire collective to reach a consensus on who should
be elected. In the process of sharing data in a distributed system, the nodes that have the right to
pack the blocks append the newly-packed block on the existing ledger and broadcast them over the
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entire network. After other nodes receive the information and verify that the blocks are correct, they
will synchronize this newly-packed block. However, consensus-based blockchain system can also
be attacked. A famous attack occurred in June 2015, named the DAO attack [6]. The DAO attack
was a group of hackers who attacked the Ethereum system [7] and stole the digital currency ETH
(Ether, the digital currency of Ethereum system). The DAO attack caused great damage to the original
Ethereum chain, and its destructive power almost destroyed the entire Ethereum network. In 2018,
there were over 49 security accidents in the EOS (Enterprise Operation System) public chain [8]. These
accidents were basically due to the attack events such as random number attack and transaction
rollback caused by the system nodes outbreak growth of the EOS DApp (Decentralized Application).
Attacks not only caused direct economic loss as high as 747,209 EOS (the digital currency of EOS
system, is the same name as EOS system), but also brought a huge threat to the stable and sustainable
development of the EOS system [9]. Therefore, the distributed blockchain system can maintain the
high stability and sustainability only if it is robust enough.

Figure 1. The architecture of a blockchain system. The abbreviations in the figure are shown in follows.
PoW: Proof of Work, PoS: Proof of Stake, RPoS: Robust Proof of Stake, P2P: Peer-to-peer networking,
is a distributed application architecture that partitions tasks between peers. See the table in Appendix A
for a brief introduction to the acronyms.

This paper first proposed a framework for consensus protocol comparison, which contains four
dimensions: energy-saving, robustness, TPS (Transaction Per Second, see a table of acronyms in
Appendix A) and trade request-satisfied ratio. We show that the first three dimensions are often
analyzed theoretically or qualitatively, while the last one can be quantitatively evaluated via simulation.
Next, after introducing the Proof of Work (PoW) and Proof of Stake (PoS) consensus protocols,
we presented a new Robust Proof of Stake (RPoS) consensus protocol based on PoS. The RPoS selects
the data-writing node based on the coin balance, and others will accept the new data to keep the
ledger consistent.
In the comparison part, we showed that RPoS is more energy-saving than PoW, faster than PoS,
and more robust against PoS-related attacks such as Nothing-at-Stake (N@S) attack [10] and coin age
accumulation attack [11]. Regarding fourth aspect (i.e., trade request-satisfied ratio), we developed an
agent-based blockchain model, and conducted three experiments in which PoW, PoS, RPoS consensus
protocols and random, small-world, scale-free trade networks were implemented. Experimental results
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show that the proposed RPoS protocol leads to similar or better trade efficiency than PoW. In particular,
the trade request-satisfied ratio in scale-free trade network is about 13-14%, while it is 63-65% (almost
five-fold) in the other two networks. In sum, RPoS outperforms PoW in all the four features, and thus
we suggest that RPoS is suitable for today’s blockchain system.
Our contribution is three-fold. First, we propose a framework for consensus protocol comparison,
which includes four dimensions, i.e., energy-saving, robustness, TPS, and trade request-satisfied ratio.
Second, we develop a new RPoS protocol which outperforms mainstream consensus protocols such as
PoW and PoS. Third, we quantified the trade request-satisfied ratio of three tested consensus protocols
using the agent-based modeling and simulation technique.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we survey related research streams,
followed by Section 3 where we introduce the existing consensus protocols and their problems.
We describe the RPoS in detail in Section 4. In Section 5, we design the simulation experiments and
present the experimental results. Finally, we conclude the paper and suggest potential topics for future
research in Section 6.
2. Literature Review
In this section, we review the literature on blockchain consensus protocols.
The first blockchain consensus protocol is PoW, Proof of Work. Bitcoin uses a PoW protocol to
achieve consensus, and its core idea is to ensure the consistency of data and the security of consensus
by introducing the computing power competition of distributed nodes. New transactions are always
being generated in the Bitcoin system, and nodes need to put legitimate transactions into blocks [1].
Antonopoulos proposed that the block header contains six parts, which are the version number,
the previous block hash value, the Merkle root, the timestamp, the difficulty target noise, and the
random number [12]. The node which can fastest solve this problem will get the block accounting
right and the Bitcoin reward automatically generated by the system. PoW protocol exists more or less
in digital currencies such as Dogecoin [13] and Litecoin [14]. However, to keep energy use sustainable,
some scientists also did a lot research work for this goal [15], by introducing a method of applying
blockchain to a new and renewable energy transaction system by presenting a consensus protocol that
can improve its infrastructure and performance. Fadeyi pointed out that sustainability is a crucial goal
in the design of smart cities nowadays; the truth is, currently there are no assurances of sustainable
cities where cryptocurrency mining is at full scale [16]. International trade players may benefit from the
technological reengineering of financial processes through the implementation of blockchain, and the
security and sustainability of the trading system is guaranteed [17]. In the energy industry, by using
the new blockchain technology that stimulates innovation and growth in the energy and a high level of
automation though smart contracts, the industry avoids energy waste and misappropriation “attacks”
happen in the system [18]. Some countries attempt to achieve the goal of creating a new and renewable
energy transaction system by presenting a consensus protocol that can improve its infrastructure and
performance in security through utilizing a blockchain system [15]. As for the scalability of PoW
system, Back et al. [19] proposed to transfer transactions on Bitcoin to other cryptocurrency blockchain
systems, thereby increasing the throughput of transaction processing and improving the transaction
per second of the system. Narayanande et al. [20] pointed out that the consensus protocol itself
requires a large amount of communication and computing resources, and the number of transactions
will continue to increase over time, while the node’s computing limited will cause bottlenecks in the
transaction process. Luu et al. [21] proposed a public blockchain distributed consensus protocol which
reaches consensus of the group members through Byzantine agreement. This protocol enhances the
transaction process capability of the Bitcoin system by dividing nodes into groups randomly and by
verifying different transactions.
Another important blockchain consensus protocol is PoS protocol [11]. Its main feature is the
proof of equity instead of the proof of workload, and the node with the highest equity realizes the
addition of new blocks and the acquisition of incentive income. Compared with PoW, Houy [22]
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stated that PoS is more like a lottery, accumulating more coin ages to win opportunities, but once a
certain value is consumed, the probability of winning again is reduced, thereby reducing the impact of
centralization brought by the richer people.
There are also some other commonly used consensus protocols. Delegated PoS consensus protocol,
proposed by Daniel Larimer [23] in April 2014, can further speed up the transaction speed, and solves
the security problem that the nodes in PoS accumulate coin age unlimitedly. RPCA (Ripple Consensus
Algorithm) protocol [24] is a network transaction synchronization protocol that prioritizes data accuracy.
It is based on the consensus reached by special nodes (also called “gateways”). PBFT protocol is studied
by Castro et al. [25], which also most commonly used BFT (Byzantine Fault Tolerance) consensus
protocol which solves the problem of the inefficiency of the original Byzantine fault tolerance algorithm.
PBFT protocol [26] reduces the complexity of the algorithm from the exponential level of the number of
nodes to the square level of the number of nodes, making the fault tolerance algorithm of Byzantium
more feasible in practical system applications. PAXOS protocol [27] is a consensus protocol based on
message passing, and highly fault-tolerant. RAFT protocol [28] is where the core idea is that if the initial
state of each database is consistent, the consistent data can be guaranteed by performing consistent
operations. POOL (verification pool) protocol [29] is based on traditional distributed consistency
technology, plus a data verification protocol.
The blockchain technology is relatively new and the competition among consensus protocols are
intense. Hence, the merits and demerits of many consensus protocols are not strictly evaluated, and it
is also very costly, if not impossible, to test them extensively in reality. Currently, the literature on
comparing consensus protocols is growing, some of which implicitly analyzed these protocols under
several dimensions. We summarized these papers in Table 1, as well as their considered dimensions
and research methods. It can be found that there is a lack of a universal framework for consensus
protocol comparison.
Table 1. Existing frameworks for consensus protocol comparison.
Papers

Considered Dimensions

Saleh [30]

energy-saving, robustness

Han et al. [31]
Zhou [32]
Wei et al. [33]
Bach et al. [34]

energy-saving, efficiency, coherence,
error-tolerant rate, extensibility
energy-saving, computing power distribution
coin price index, request-satisfied ratio,
Gini index
energy-saving, tolerated power of adversary,
TPS, market capitalization

Research Method
qualitative research and game
theoretical analysis
qualitative research and
quantitative research
qualitative research and
agent-based modeling and
simulation
qualitative research and
quantitative research

In sum, researchers have proposed many protocols and architectures, but the related studies on
consensus protocols of the blockchain technology and their issues are scarce. Hence, we introduce
two consensus protocols and their problems in the next section, followed by a section of a new RpoS
consensus protocol.
3. The Proposed Comparison Framework and Two Consensus Protocols
In this section, we first propose a new framework for comparing consensus protocols, and then
introduce the PoW and PoS under this framework.
3.1. The Proposed Framework
Motivated by the studies in Table 1, we propose a comparison framework with four aspects:
(1)

Energy-saving. With rapid economic development, a large amount of energy consumption result
in a large amount of carbon dioxide emissions, which has significantly changed the global climate
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and seriously affected the living environment of human beings. Therefore, it is crucial to design
a distributed economy system with low energy conservation and carbon dioxide emission [30].
This is why most of the papers in Table 1 considered the dimension of energy-saving.
Robustness. As mentioned in the Introduction section, blockchain systems are also under many
types of cyber-attacks, such as the DAO attack [6] and random number attack [8], which became
a huge threat to the stable and sustainable development of blockchain systems [9]. Hence,
many frameworks in Table 1 considered the related dimensions such as robustness [30] and
error-tolerant rate [31].
TPS. TPS is an important indicator to measure the efficiency of a financial system, as it represents
the transaction volume completed by the system per second [35]. Alibaba’s Alipay carried a
world record 256,000 TPS for 5 minutes and 22 seconds on 11 Nov 2017, and VISA can handle
on average around 1700 TPS [36]. In contrast, the well-known blockchain systems (such as
Bitcoin and Ethereum) can only reach less than 40 TPS, making them impossible to manage the
transaction volume in the real world [37]. Therefore, we see that Han et al. [31] and Bach et al. [34]
included the TPS in their frameworks.
Trade request-satisfied ratio. A blockchain system can be viewed as a trade network among
autonomous traders who have the request to either buy, sell or hold coin. Unlike the stock market,
traders in the blockchain system have no central counter party which provides clearing and
settlement services. The ones who want to buy or sell coins need to find the trade partner to
fulfill their demands. Hence, the trade request-satisfied ratio is defined as the division of total
satisfied coin requests by total coin requests [33]. The larger the ratio is, the higher the trade
request-satisfied ratio of a blockchain system is.

After determining the four dimensions above based on Table 1, we see that the first three
dimensions can barely be quantified, in a research article, for the following reasons. First, the actual
energy consumption is directly affected by the number of users, especially the miners, in the blockchain
system. However, it is quite difficult to forecast the user numbers and the energy consumption,
especially when PoW or some energy-related consensus protocol is applied. Second, the robustness
of a consensus protocol is often discussed using game theoretical analysis, which requires relatively
strict assumptions. Hence, we compare consensus protocols in terms of robustness theoretically, as in
Saleh [30]. Third, the maximum TPS of a consensus protocol is very difficult to evaluate because it
relies on many computer and network-related factors [33]. Hence, researchers usually discussed it
theoretically [35]. However, the agent-based model developed by Wei et al. [33] can be modified to
compare different consensus protocols quantitatively.
In the next two subsections, we introduce the two mainstream consensus protocols in blockchain
systems: PoW and PoS. We also discuss their performances in three dimensions: energy-saving, robust
against attacks, and TPS. In Section 4 we propose the RpoS protocol, and compare it with PoW and
PoS in Section 5.
3.2. PoW, Proof of Work Protocol
PoW protocol was originally proposed to prevent spam [38]. In the Bitcoin system, the PoW
protocol is used to ensure that all nodes agree on a set of transactions to be confirmed. Only the
node that has completed the proof of work can propose the pending block at this stage. After that,
the nodes in the network continue to try to complete the proof of work after this block and generate
new blocks. When a node receives two different pending blocks, the one with the longer chain is
selected for verification. A longer chain means that the chain contains more work.
PoW usually includes three algorithms [39]: a random algorithm that generates challenge c
(random variable nonce), an algorithm that generates s (the total hash value of the block) to solve
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challenge c , and an algorithm that verifies whether challenge c is solved by s . The miner in a PoW
system is to obtain packing chance after they nonce hash value satisfy the following inequality:
Hash(s, c) < d

(1)

The miner wants to find a string nonce, represented by its state (based on SHA-256) by c . s is the
hash value of the nonce find by the miner represented by the total hash value of the block. D is the
current fixed difficulty of the PoW system. Then, the system combines the content of c and s, mapping
the combined result to a binary difficulty coefficient that starts with several consecutive zeros through
SHA-256. After the system gets the difficulty hash value and compares the hash value with the d,
the compared result will decide whether the miner is eligible for packing.
However, there are some problems with the PoW protocol. (1) The process of PoW usually
consumes a lot of computing resources and energy and thus it is unsustainable. Currently, it is
estimated that the Bitcoin system consumes more energy than Switzerland, roughly 0.25 percent of
the world’s entire electricity consumption [40]. (2) There is a serious efficiency problem with PoW.
The generation of each block takes time, and at the same time, the newly generated block requires the
confirmation of subsequent blocks to ensure validity, which requires longer time and seriously affects
the system efficiency. For example, the Bitcoin system needs ten minutes on average to generate a
block and needs to wait for six subsequent blocks for confirmation. In this way, a transaction takes
approximately sixty minutes to be confirmed under PoW. (3) The security of the PoW protocol requires
that the computing resources occupied by the attacker do not exceed 50% of the entire network.
However, from the current mining power of the Bitcoin mining pool, the top five mining pools have
the total computing power [41]. The proportion has already exceeded half, posing a serious threat to
the security and sustainability of the system. Since PoW relies on computing power to compete for
packing opportunities, the probability of a 51% attack is relatively high. In this situation, PoW system
often happens with a low level of robustness.
3.3. PoS, Proof of Stake Protocol
As PoW protocol consumes a lot of resources and the computing resources tend to be centralized,
PoS protocol has received widespread attention, which assumes that richer owners of the equity are
more willing to maintain the consistency and security of the system. In particular, at the beginning
of each round, the node can be selected as a representative to propose a new block after the packing
condition has been verified by the PoS system. The representative proposes a new pending block after
receiving the longest valid blockchain, and broadcasts the new blockchain generated by himself, waiting
for confirmation. At the beginning of the next round, the PoW system reselects the representative to
confirm the results of the previous round. Honest representatives will continue to work behind the
longest valid blockchain.
Similar to PoW protocol, the miners in a PoS system obtain packing chance after their nonce hash
value satisfy the following inequality (2). The difference from the PoW is that whether the challenge
c can be solved is only related to the equity owned by the node, and has nothing to do with the
computing resources owned by the node. The more equity a node has, the bigger probability the
node could be selected as a representative. Challenge c is determined by the current state of the block,
including the longest valid blockchain and equity distribution obtained. An unpaid transaction s
owned by the node as the input satisfies the following conditions, that is,
Hash(s, c) ≤ Ncoin ∗ Tcoin

(2)

where the current time is gradually increased in seconds, Tcoin as the time accumulation for the coins,
Ncoin as the amount of coins. The node can make a new attempt per second to verify whether it is
selected as a representative. The chance of a node being able to pack depends on whether it satisfies
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the inequality (2). So the Ncoin ∗ Tcoin here is the coin age of the node, and the nodes with a bigger coin
age will get the bigger chance to satisfy the formula (2) when at the same difficulty level.
As for PoS protocol’s performance, PoS consensus protocol has another three features:
energy-saving, fast trade speed, a risk of coin age accumulation attack and N@S attack. The details of
PoS protocol’s features are shown in the following.
First, the TPS of the PoS is higher than PoW. As the opportunities for competitive packing do not
rely on computing power, PoS protocol relies on the stake that the nodes have and relies on the way
nodes vote. The result is that PoS protocol saves the transaction time and leads to a higher TPS than
PoW protocol.
The second is that the robustness of PoS is relatively low due to two kinds of attack: coin age
accumulation attack and N@S attack.
The coin age accumulation attack leads to a low level of robustness. In the earliest version of PoS,
the difficulty of mining was not only related to the current account balance, but also linked to the hold
time of each coin. In this case, after a period of waiting, some nodes will reach to a bigger Tcoin . At the
same level of coin number Ncoin and the same difficulty d , it is easier for bigger Tcoin to satisfy the
formula (2). Then these nodes will have the ability to control the entire network by the increasing coin
age. If these nodes passively packing or conspire to tamper with system data, then a negative impact
on the entire system will be caused.
Another attack is the famous N@S attack; we can see the attack process in Figure 2.

Figure 2. N@S attack process. When N@S attack occurs, the miners in this blockchain system choose
to mine on both chains at the same time. In this situation, for the double benefit, every miner has an
incentive to cheat.

The N@S attacker loses nothing when behaving badly, but stands to gain everything. When the
system forks, the malicious node can get the benefits on both chains without paying any competition
cost. Take Figure 2, for example, where there are two branch chains in the system, for the “miner”
(either miner A, B, or C) who holds the coin, the best strategy is to “mine” on the two branches at the
same time. Then the miner A, B, C who mines on the two branches will get a double benefit before
the system chooses one chain as the only approved chain, the unselected chain may be scrapped, or
becomes a new blockchain system. Such attacks often happen when there is a fork which may be
randomly generated by the system, or may be generated by some malicious attack. More importantly,
such attacks are likely to succeed, because all nodes reached a consensus on this fork chain and did not
even need more than 51% of nodes in cooperative cheating.
It can be seen from the above that PoW protocol has a large waste of power resources when
competing for packing opportunities, and it performs poorly in terms of sustainability. The PoS
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consensus protocol reflects a low level of robustness when competing for packing opportunities, due
to there being a risk of coin age accumulation attack or N@S attack.
4. The RPoS Consensus Protocol
Aiming at the problems of coin age accumulation attack and N@S attack, this paper constructs a
Robust Proof of Stake consensus protocol (RPoS), which attempts to tackle the problems of mainstream
consensus protocols aforementioned.
4.1. RpoS Consensus Protocol
(1)

(2)

Dynamic coin age. As there are too many mining nodes, we propose the concept of “dynamic coin
age”, which serves as a threshold. Only the node which meets this coin age condition (the coin
age is defined in Formula (3)) can compete for the packing chance, and get the system reward.
Calculation of coin age. Before calculating the coin age of the node, we first compute the
accumulation of time and the number of coins. Each block has a timestamp, and the accumulated
time can be obtained by the timestamp, that is,
Aget = (Dt − Dt−1 ) ∗ Ncoin + Aget−1

(3)

The amount of coins Ncoin is a current value. The newly added days are the result of the current
block time Dt and subtract the previous time Dt−1 . The added days multiply the Ncoin and lead to
a newly added coin age. Then, we get the final coin age Aget by the newly added coin age plus the
previous coin age Aget−1 . After the blocks are packed, the node’s coin age Aget will be cleared.
(3)

RPoS mining process. The definition of the target value Vtarget is a value that is dynamically
adjusted according to the block production time, and is used to identify the difficulty of the block
production; we define it in Formula (4).
Hash (Contblock , Varnonce ) < Aget ∗AVtarget

(4)

where the variable Contblock is the content of the block, Varnonce is the variable of the nonce.
The Aget ∗gVtarget , as a difficulty to this hash inequality, can be understood as a dynamic coin age.
In PoS system, miners use their coin age to compete for packing chance. The node who reaches
the coin age benchmark for block production will start packing and broadcast in the blockchain system.
If the value of the Aget ∗AVtarget is the highest coin age value in the entire network, and no nodes reach
the block age for benchmark, then an internal stopwatch timer is started to accumulate time. When
some nodes reach the coin age benchmark, then the block can be packed and broadcast. After a node
generates a block, the coin age of this node is cleared and re-accumulated, and other nodes continue to
accumulate coin age.
4.2. RpoS Consensus Protocol Implementation
When using coin age, there will be a risk of coin age accumulation attack in PoS system, so we
remove the coin age and use the amount of coins for miner selection. In Figure 3, we can see the
differences between the three consensus protocols: PoW, PoS, RPoS.
By the differences with PoW protocol and PoS protocol, we prove that the hash value of RPoS
protocol satisfies the following formula,
Hash (Contblock , Varnonce ) < Ncoin ∗ V target

(5)

The final hash value of the competition process in RPoS is Hash (Contblock , Varnonce ) . The target
value V target changes dynamically according to the block production time of the parent block. In this
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inequality, the difficulty is the result of Ncoin * V target . When the system retrieves which node in the
system meets the inequality condition, this node will be selected and added to the packing node queue.
In order to adjust the difficulty of system nodes competing for packing opportunities, we can adjust the
target value V target forward and reverse, then the number of miners who can get packing opportunities
will change. The larger target value means a bigger difficulty value in the system, which will add more
opportunity for the miners to get the packing chance in RPoS system. Similarly, the node, who with
higher amount of coins Ncoin , is easier to get the chance to packing and produce blocks.

Figure 3. The process of obtain packing chance by the three consensus protocols: Pow, PoS, RPoS.

By adding the dynamic adjustment through V target and the maximum number of rollbacks, it is
possible to limit the double benefit (as described in Figure 2) of nodes that cheat on different forks
when N@S attack occurs. By the maximum number of rollbacks, the upgraded nodes are the maximum
extent degraded and returned to the un-upgraded state, so that all data will return to the original state,
then the fork is eliminated. The assignment of the specific maximum number of rollbacks needs to be
adjusted according to the comprehensive situation of the system nodes’ cheating ability. The N@S
attack can be recognized by verifying the rollback block, but when the rollback number of the block is
greater than the maximum rollback number, the chain is not merged, so the cheating nodes can only
perform “mining” on the original chain. If the block is verified, the number of rollbacks is less than
the maximum rollback number, then the valid block is considered, the information is merged, and
the subsequent transaction behavior is continued. In summary, the maximum number of rollbacks in
RPoS system can effectively resist N@S attack.
5. Comparison of the Three Consensus Protocols
5.1. Theoretical Comparison
Under the framework proposed in Section 3, we compare and analyze the performance of the
three consensus protocols as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. The feature comparison of the three consensus protocols: PoW, PoS, RPoS.
Protocol
Feature
Power consumption
Robustness

51% attack
Coin age accumulation attack
N@S attack

Transactions Per Second (TPS)

PoW

PoS

RPoS

high
high
n/a
n/a
~7

low
low
high
high
30-40

low
low
low
low
>40

Table 2 reports the key differences between the consensus protocols. We introduce the comparison
results as follows.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Power consumption. In PoW systems, miners consume a lot of power to compete for packing
opportunities using a large number of mining machines, making the system energy-intensive and
unsustainable. As mentioned in Section 3, the Bitcoin system consumes more energy than the
entire nation of Switzerland [40]. Hence, the power consumption of PoW is high in Table 2. In PoS
systems, miners rely on the stake (the amount of coins held and coin age) for packing competition,
and the power consumption of PoS is low in Table 2, which is much more energy-saving and
sustainable than PoW. In RPoS systems, miners compete for packing opportunity based on the
amount of coins. Similar to PoS, without using mining machines, the power consumption of
RPoS is also low in Table 2. Hence, both PoS and RPoS have the advantage over PoW in terms
of energy-saving.
Robustness. PoW systems (taking the Bitcoin system as an example) are becoming increasingly
centralized due to a small number of mining pools, leading to a high risk of 51% attack in
the system [42]. Hence, PoW systems often have low robustness, as we indicated in Table 2.
The weaknesses of PoS systems are coin age accumulation attack and N@S attack, as we introduced
in Section 3.3. Hence, PoS faces high risk of these two attacks as in Table 2. This motivated us
to propose RPoS, making the blockchain system robust against these attacks. RPoS uses the
amount of coins to compete for packing opportunities, instead of coin age, so there is almost no
risk of coin age accumulation attack and N@S attack in the system. PoW, of course, is immune
(not applicable, n/a) to these PoS attacks as it does not have the concept of stake. Meanwhile,
rational nodes in PoS and RPoS systems will not launch 51% attack because their payoff will be
negative [11]. Hence, we suggest that the risk of 51% attack in PoS and RPoS systems is low.
TPS. The TPS of PoW system is about 7, and the TPS of PoS system is 30-40, which is more efficient
than PoW [43]. RPoS protocol is a PoS-based protocol which removed the process of currency age
selection and clearing, hence it is very likely that RPoS should be faster than PoS.

5.2. Simulation Comparison
The research goal of this section is to understand how the trade request-satisfied ratio is affected by
different consensus protocols and trade network topologies. We consider the trade network topologies
because the nodes have to trade with the neighbors in the trade network, and thus the connection
patterns matter. We build an agent-based model using the agent-based modeling and simulation
(ABMS) technique, which can directly simulate the actions and interactions of autonomous agents
(both individual or collective entities such as organizations or groups) with a view to assessing their
effects on the system as a whole [44]. Based on the complex adaptive systems theory, ABMS has been
applied in many studies, such as supply chains, biological systems, financial systems and economic
systems [45].
5.2.1. Assumptions and Settings in the Agent-based Model
We extended an existing agent-based blockchain model [33] by simulating the proposed RPoS
consensus protocol. Hence, there are three key assumptions in the model which capture the essential
differences of the three consensus protocols.
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Assumption A1: Under PoW consensus protocol, the probability that a miner gets coin reward is
positively associated with his/her computation power.
Assumption A2: Under PoS consensus protocol, the probability that a miner gets coin reward is
positively associated with his/her stake.
Assumption A3: Under RPoS consensus protocol, the probability that a miner gets coin reward is
positively associated with his/her coin balance.
Next, we consider three common network topologies: random, small-world, or scale-free. We have
to assume that the type of trade network topology could be one of them because typical users have
multiple coin accounts and the transactions are anonymous [46], making it extremely difficult to
identify the network topology of traders.
More assumptions and settings can be found in the paper [33], in which the major ones are: three
groups of traders (300 noisy traders, 300 herd traders, and 300 game traders) and each group can be
further divided into two agent types (200 trader agents and 100 miner agents); the model thus contains
600 trader agents, 300 miner agents, and 1 system agent; the noisy traders make random decisions
on buying/selling/holding coins; herd traders are very sensitive to the fluctuation of coin price index,
because such agents represent the coin investors; game traders buy coins while others are selling and
sell coins while others are buying, for the purpose of chasing larger profits than behaving as herd
traders; and miners are special traders with additional attributes (e.g., computation power, stake)
because some of them will be selected by the system agent to create blocks and get a certain number of
coins as reward.
5.2.2. Simulation Design
We first conduct nine experiments—(A1, A2, A3 in random, small-world, or scale-free networks,
respectively)—with different consensus protocols and trade network topologies. We develop the model
using Python, and perform each experiment 100 times to ensure robust outputs against randomness in
initializing the computation power, miner selection, policy selection, and so on. All the 100 independent
tests of each experiment can be well compared and reproduced by assigning {0, 1, 2, . . . , 99} as random
seeds, which means that the differences among experiments almost only depend on the configuration
of its consensus protocol and trade network topology.
Each simulation stops after 1000 time steps. Therefore, the total computation load is: 9 experiments
× 100 tests with different random seeds × 1000 time steps. During simulation, we collect the system-wide
trade request-satisfied ratio data to evaluate the performance of a blockchain.
5.2.3. Results and Discussion
The averaged time series data of trade request-satisfied ratio is illustrated in Figure 4. The simulation
results at the final time step are presented in Table 3, in which the values are averaged across 100
samples, and the standard deviations are given in brackets.
We can observe that the two subplots in the random and small-world networks are very alike.
Besides, in these two subplots, PoW and RPoS have similar trade request-satisfied ratio, while the PoS
has the highest trade efficiency. This is because both PoW and RPoS will not reset the computation
power or the coin balance of the selected miner, while the PoS will empty the stake of selected miner,
leading to smaller wealth inequality. In particular, PoW and RPoS tend to build a positive feedback
between “large probability of being selected” and “better condition in miner selection”, and only few
miners will be rewarded with new coins under PoW and RPoS. Then, a rich agent has to deal with
many relatively poorer agents to fulfill his/her coin request, leading to the low request-satisfied ratio.
In contrast, the miner under PoS will be unlikely to be selected in several time steps later, leading to
the situation that more miners will be rewarded. Since the wealth inequality is smaller under PoS,
agents are more likely to trade with each other in random and small-world networks.
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Figure 4. The averaged time series data of trade request-satisfied ratio based on 100 samples. Figure
(a): Request-satisfied ratio performance of PoW, PoS and RPoS protocol in Random network; Figure (b):
Request-satisfied ratio performance of PoW, PoS and RPoS protocol in Small-world network; Figure (c):
Request-satisfied ratio performance of PoW, PoS and RPoS protocol in Scale-free network.
Table 3. The trade request-satisfied ratio based on 100 samples.
Network Topology

PoW

PoS

RpoS

Random
Small-world
Scale-free

0.634(0.031)
0.643(0.029)
0.131(0.027)

0.648(0.026)
0.653(0.028)
0.139(0.020)

0.635(0.029)
0.645(0.036)
0.135(0.038)

Next, we examine the impact of trade network topology on trade request-satisfied ratio. The third
subplot in Figure 4 shows that the trade request-satisfied ratios are much smaller than those in random
and small-world networks. In particular, the trade request-satisfied ratio in scale-free trade network
is about 13-14%, while it is 63-65% (almost five-fold) in other two networks. This big difference is
probably caused by the serious connectivity inequality of scale-free trade network, i.e., the probability
that a node gains a connection is proportional to its current degree. In a scale-free blockchain system,
very few agents have a lot of connections for trade, while most nodes only have one or two connections.
Although the high-degree node is connected with many neighbors, a deal can only be reached with
his/her partial neighbors when the node has non-zero trade request. Hence, this finding suggests
that the scale-free network topology should not be preferred due to its high connectivity inequality.
If possible, the blockchain system designer or operator should attempt to increase the connectivity
among participants by, e.g., incentivizing apathetic or newly-joined participants to link with others.
In addition, we see that the RPoS obtained larger trade request-satisfied ratio in the scale-free network
compared with PoW, but still smaller than that under PoS. The main reason is compared to PoS protocol,
and RPoS protocol uses the amount of coins to replace the age of coins to choose the packing miner.
Therefore, PoS system has more miners who have enough qualification to be selected for packing than
RPoS system. In addition, the time required to select a suitable packaged miner becomes longer in
RPoS system, so that the trade request-satisfied ratio of RPoS system becomes a little lower than in
PoS system.
To conclude, the proposed RPoS leads to similar or better trade efficiency than PoW, and it is very
energy-saving, robust against 51% attack, and efficient in terms of TPS according to Table 2. In other
words, RPoS outperforms PoW in all the four features. Compared with PoS, RPoS is much more
robust against the coin age accumulation attack and N@S attack, and it also has higher TPS than PoS.
Therefore, we suggest that RPoS is suitable in today’s blockchain system.
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6. Conclusion
This paper analyzes the characteristics and problems of the existing consensus protocols (in
particular, PoW and PoS), and proposes a new protocol RPoS by improving the PoS protocol. The main
improvement is that RPoS protocol uses the amount of coins instead of the age of coins to reduce the
risk of coin age accumulation attack in the system. Another improvement is that RPoS protocol adds
the maximum number of rollbacks, which can effectively prevent N@S attack which may occur in the
system. After comparing the differences between the three consensus protocols: PoW, PoS, and RPoS,
we use an agent-based blockchain model to simulate the impact of different consensus protocols and
trade network topologies on the fourth aspect: trade request-satisfied ratio.
We conducted three experiments in which PoW, PoS, RPoS consensus protocols and random,
small-world, scale-free trade networks are implemented. Experimental results show that the proposed
RPoS protocol leads to similar or better trade efficiency than PoW, and it is very energy-saving, robust
against 51% attack, and efficient in terms of TPS. In other words, RPoS outperforms PoW in all the four
features. Compared with PoS, RPoS is much more robust against the coin age accumulation attack
and N@S attack, and it also has higher TPS than PoS. Therefore, we suggest that RPoS is suitable for
today’s blockchain system.
We suggest some further research directions: 1. The maximum number of nodes that ensures
the stability and robustness of RPoS system cannot be determined. The further research can use the
number of nodes as a variable for RPoS system, and then find the largest value using simulation-based
optimization techniques. 2. The verification of trade request-satisfied ratio in our research is based on
simulation and does not use empirical data, because we have no way to obtain real data of RPoS system
as typical users have multiple coin accounts and the transactions are anonymous. With fast-developing
methods, the trade request-satisfied ratio of RPoS protocol could be verified with real-world data.
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Appendix A
Table A1. The list of acronyms.
Acronyms

Term

Brief Introduction

RpoS
PoW
PoS

Robust Proof of Stake
Proof of Work
Proof of Stake

P2P

Peer to Peer

ETH
EOS
DApp
RPCA
BFT

Ether
Enterprise Operation System
Decentralized Application
Ripple Consensus Algorithm
Byzantine Fault Tolerance
Agent-based Modeling and
Simulation
Nothing-at-Stake
Transaction Per Second

The proposed consensus protocol for blockchain system
The first consensus protocol for blockchain system
A popular consensus protocol for blockchain system
A distributed application architecture that partitions tasks
between peers
A blockchain system based on PoW and PoS
A blockchain system based on Delegated PoS
Application in decentralized blockchain systems
A consensus protocol for blockchain system
A consensus protocol for blockchain system

ABMS
N@S
TPS

A research method to understand agent interactions
A type of attack which can happen in PoS blockchain system
An index to describe the trade efficiency of a financial system
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